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The moon landing—considered one of humankind’s defining achievements, with this year of 2019 marking the 50th anniversary of the best of the best. In the infancy of Project Mercury (America’s first space project), however, space exploration was not perceived to be a pinnacle of success, but rather quite the opposite. As noted in the New Journalism classic The Right Stuff, “The commanding officer at Edwards [Airforce Base] passed the word around that he wanted his top boys, the test pilots in Fighter Ops, to avoid Project Mercury because it would be a ridiculous waste of talent; they would just become ‘Spam in a Can.’”1 Similarly it is likely that many young medical students hear analogous comments about cardiothoracic surgery. “Why do you want to waste your career and talent?” and “Don’t you ever want to see your family?” are just a few heard during medical school for more than 20 years. Notably, these comments can serve as a significant exposure for students, yet they never come from cardiothoracic surgeons, but instead from those with little contact with the field. Indeed, there is now a nationwide workforce shortage, which will only get worse before (if ever) it gets better.2

In this issue of the Journal, Coyan and colleagues3 discuss a survey-based study examining medical student perceptions toward cardiothoracic surgery, both as a career and the field as a whole. Given the shortage in the workforce of cardiothoracic surgeons, Coyan and colleagues3 attempted to ascertain when and why medical students lost interest in cardiothoracic surgery. According to this survey, the main deterrent to pursuing a career in cardiothoracic surgery came from a lack of exposure, coupled with a perception of a poor lifestyle. They therefore concluded that the earlier exposure may lead to increased opportunities for recruitment of cardiothoracic surgeons. In the article, they describe actions implemented at their own institution to increase exposure and interest in cardiothoracic surgery.

There is a shortage both of cardiothoracic surgeons and of physicians as a whole. We as a community must continue to focus on recruiting the best and the brightest students while correctly portraying our field and countering false perceptions. As suggested, we can accomplish this by earlier exposure, coupled with strong mentorship. Although many foundational scholarship opportunities exist for students, such as the Society of Thoracic Surgeons Looking to the Future Scholarship and the American Association for Thoracic Surgery Member for a Day, our mentorship must neither begin nor end with these annual opportunities. Rather, our real opportunity exists in working with medical students early and consistently throughout medical school, whether through didactics (eg, chest anatomy, cardiopulmonary physiology, and related pathophysiology), interest groups, or experiences in the operating room, as has been suggested for neurosurgery and orthopedic surgery.4,5 By engaging students earlier and more often, we can demonstrate how we affect our patients, our true lifestyle choices, our focus on gender inclusion, and the constant innovation present in our field. We must control the narrative of what it is truly like to be a cardiothoracic surgeon so that we will attract and retain exceptional candidates. “Spam in a can” maybe to some, but without it, we would never be able to reach for the moon.
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